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New patterns of polymer blend miscibility associated with monomer shape
and size asymmetry
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Polymer blends are formulated by mixing polymers with different chemical structures to create new
materials with properties intermediate between those of the individual components. While Flory–
Huggins~FH! theory explains some basic trends in blend miscibility, the theorycompletely neglects
the dissimilarity in monomer structures that is central to the fabrication of real blends. We
systematically investigate the influence of monomer structure on blend miscibility using a lattice
cluster theory~LCT! generalization of the FH model. Analytic calculations are rendered tractable by
restricting the theoretical analysis to the limit of incompressible and high molecular weight blends.
The well-known miscibility pattern predicted by FH theory is recovered only for a limited range of
monomer size and shape asymmetries, but additional contributions to the LCT entropy and internal
energy of mixing for polymers with dissimilarly shaped monomers lead tothree additional blend
miscibilty classeswhose behaviors are quite different from the predictions of classical FH theory.
One blend miscibility class~class IV! exhibits a remarkable resemblance to the critical behavior of
polymer solutions. In particular, the theta temperature for class IV blends is near a molecular weight
insensitive critical temperature for phase separation, the critical composition is highly asymmetric,
and the correlation length amplitude is significantly less than the chain radius of gyration.
Experimental evidence for these new blend miscibility classes is discussed, and predictions are
made for specific blends of polyolefins that should illustrate these new patterns of blend miscibility.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1476696#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many commercially important materials are blends
polymers having different chemical and physical characte
tics, and the stability and state of dispersion of these mu
phase materials are often crucial in their applications. Flo
Huggins ~FH! theory1,2 has long provided the basis fo
understanding the thermodynamic properties of blends,
the theory also represents an essential input into the ana
of blend scattering data3 and into kinetic models of blend
phase separation.4

While FH theory1,2 explains some trends in the therm
dynamics of polymer blends and solutions, the theory co
pletely neglects the relationship between blend miscibi
and the chemical structure of the polymer constituen
Given improvements in synthetic chemistry that enable
precedented control of polymer microstructure,5 a pressing
need exists for a more molecularly oriented theory that p
dicts how the monomer structural asymmetry affects ble
thermodynamic properties. Over 30 years ago, Flory no2

that while FH theory is rudimentary because of its neglec
the detailed structure of polymer chains, the developmen
a more refined theory must emerge at a considerable sac
of simplicity ~both in form and application!. Moreover, such
a generalization would have doubtful practical value if
required the introduction of many ‘‘arbitrary parameter
that must be determined from fits to experimental data. D
9980021-9606/2002/116(22)/9983/14/$19.00
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to the uncertain existence of a theory that is simultaneou
accurate in detail, comprehensive in scope, and computa
ally managable, Flory suggested that the best strategy
effectively extending the FH theory is to consider simplifi
models of ‘‘reasonable generality’’ that can determine ess
tial aspects of how molecular characteristics influence
equilibrium properties of these complex liquid mixtures.

The problem of understanding the interrelation betwe
molecular monomer structure and blend miscibility has be
considered by several complementary methods. The la
cluster theory, developed by Freed and co-workers,6–10 di-
rectly addresses the effects of blend compressibility, ch
semiflexibility, and differences in monomer shapes, siz
and interactions on the blend critical behavior.@FH theory,
which neglects these effects, is the leading order contribu
in the lattice cluster theory~LCT!.# The LCT generalization
of FH theory provided the first explanation for the origin
the ‘‘entropic’’ portiona of the Flory interaction parameterx
in terms of differences in monomer shapes and sizes betw
the blend components.~Flory2 and Koningsveldet al.11 an-
ticipated the presence ofa and its physical origin, but the
LCT directly determinesa from monomer structures withou
the introduction of adjustable parameters.! The LCT has also
explained12,13a number of measurements that are imposs
to rationalize from FH theory~e.g., negative values of thex
parameter, the variation in the nature of the phase transi
3 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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with the microstructure of isotopic polybutadiene blends13!
and has predicted14,15 novel phenomena~e.g., pressure de
pendence ofx parameter,14 ordering of diblock copolymers
upon heating15! subsequently verified by experiments.16,17

However, the majority of its applications have been restric
to numerical studies, since the theory is algebraically
volved.

Schweizer, Curro, and co-workers18 have adapted inte
gral equation methods~PRISM!, along with closures and ap
proximations appropriate for modeling polymer fluids
their investigations of the factors controlling blend miscib
ity and blend structure. Their studies confirm many results
FH theory ~e.g., scaling of the critical temperatureTc with
chain length! and provide complementary insights into th
molecular dependence of the Flory interaction parametex,
especially the effects of chain stiffness, asymmetries
monomer interactions, etc. Perhaps the main impact of
PRISM and LCT lies in producing a rationale for unde
standing phenomenological extensions of FH theory~e.g.,
the presence of an ‘‘entropic’’ contribution tox, the concen-
tration dependence ofx, the role of equation of state effect
etc.!. The complexity of the integral equation and latti
cluster theories, however, has so far limited their capacity
predictgeneral trendsin blend miscibility having as broad
scope as the classical FH theory.1,2 Basically, these theorie
have provided a ‘‘license’’ to fitx as a phenomenologica
parameter.

We also mention the continuous chain theory of ble
miscibility developed by Fredricksonet al.19 The theory
treats athermal blends~having polyolefin blends in mind!
and predictsx to be purely entropic~an interesting contras
to FH theory where it is purely energetic! and to be primarily
dependent on the difference between the ‘‘packing lengt
of the polymer blend components, where the packing len
is defined as the ratio of the square of the chain radius
gyration to the chain volume. This work yields a rationaliz
tion of the important experimental finding that polym
blends with similar molecular structures tend to have gre
miscibility.20,21

Shortcomings of the FH theory that have been revea
by its comparison with experiments and simulations22–24 in-
dicate areas where theoretical improvements are nee
Treating the interaction parameterx as a purely phenomeno
logical quantity, which absorbs all unknown informatio
concerning blend miscibility, largely eliminates the pred
tive nature of the FH model. Experiments demonstrate
existence of patterns of miscibility that are quite unlike tho
predicted by FH theory, and these findings give helpful clu
into necessary extensions of the FH model.

Comparison between experiment and FH theory
been favorable for blends whose components exhibit li
difference between monomer structures. For example, s
angle neutron scattering~SANS! measurements25 for sym-
metric (lN'1) isotopic blends have verified that the critic
value of the FH interaction parameterx scales in inverse
proportionality to the polymerization indexN, and semi-
quantitative agreement is obtained between the FH/R
model and measurements of the Ginzburg number Gi i
blend of polyisoprene and poly~ethylene propylene!.26 How-
Downloaded 19 Jun 2002 to 129.6.154.32. Redistribution subject to AI
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ever, the accord between the FH model and measurem
deteriorates for ‘‘real blends’’ where there are apprecia
differences between the monomer structures of the bl
components. For example, the critical temperatureTc of
blends of polystyrene with poly~vinyl methyl ether! (lN

'3.5) is relatively insensitive27 to the magnitude ofN, and
the blend phase boundaries are often reported27,28 to be
asymmetric, even for ‘‘symmetric’’ blends (lN'1), in con-
trast to expectations based on FH theory. A similar insen
tivity of Tc to N has been found29 for binary blends of poly-
isobutylene and several other polyolefins, where it is diffic
to imagine that any ‘‘specific interactions’’ could be respo
sible for the observed dramatic deviations from FH theo
Polyolefin blends (lN'1) studied by Bateset al.30 also ex-
hibit deviations of blend miscibility from the predictions o
FH theory. All these ‘‘anomalous’’ behaviors are compared
the predictions of our theoretical approach in Sec. V.

The present paper develops a different strategy tow
understanding trends in blend miscibility. We restrict o
analysis to the incompressible, long chain limit systems
order to obtain afully analytic theory that can relate essenti
patterns of miscibility to monomer structural asymmetry an
therefore, can predict analytically how monomer structu
influences blend miscibility.~This simplified version31 of the
LCT has already been used by to explain a large body
experimental data for binary blends.! We systematicaly in-
vestigateall miscibility patterns that emerge from the SLC
theory, and this procedure yields a new classification of
nary blend critical behavior and new patterns of polym
blend miscibility that are not described by FH theory. T
new classification scheme~briefly presented in a recen
communication32! naturally explains the occurrence of blen
phase separation upon heating~within an incompressible
model!28 and predicts dramatic changes in the molecu
mass dependence of the critical parameters~Tc , fc , Gi, etc.!
even for blends with symmetric polymerization indices (lN

51). The patterns of miscibility predicted by the SLCT a
preserved in the more complex LCT theory, although th
are quantitative changes appearing when the incompress
assumption is lifted.7,33,34 Since monomer asymmetry is o
ten the norm in commercial blends and other multipha
fluid mixtures, our classification should have important im
plications for technology and biological science applicatio
where complex liquid mixtures are often encountered.

Section II summarizes essential characteristics of po
mer blends and polymer solutions that can be derive fr
FH theory. Section III provides a brief description of the fr
energy expression obtained from the simplified lattice clus
theory ~SLCT!, followed by a derivation of the critical con
ditions and equations for the second and third virial coe
cients, the correlation length amplitudejo , and the Ginzburg
number. The four general categories of binary blend criti
behavior are described in Sec. IV, while Sec. V prese
comparisons with experiments. The FH estimate for the c
cal compositionfc is shown to in error for blends displayin
a lower critical solution temperature~LCST! phase diagram,
while small shifts from the FH critical compositionfc

(FH)

may arise for upper critical solution temperature~UCST!
blends. The discussion section provides a review of the li
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tations of the simplified lattice cluster theory and briefly d
scribes the wider range of blend miscibility patterns th
emerge when lifting some assumptions of this theory~e.g.,
when including effects due to chain semiflexibility, com
pressibility, monomer interaction asymmetry, etc.!.

II. FLORY–HUGGINS THEORY: REVIEW OF BASIC
FEATURES

FH theory is based on a highly idealized model of po
mer blends and polymer solutions, and much of its attrac
and success derives from its simplicity. Notably, the the
assumes that the mixtures are incompressible and poly
chains are fully flexible. No distinction is made betwe
polymers having different chemical structures, so that
theory does not differentiate between linear, branched, r
comb, star, etc., polymers. While the monomer structu
asymmetry in polymer systems is completely ignored,
theory accounts for another fundamental type of molecu
symmetry, the asymmetry of polymerization indic
(N1 ,N2) between the constituents of the mixture. In partic
lar, FH theory predicts a significantly different pattern
miscibility in blends whereN1 and N2 are comparable to
each other from that corresponding to polymer solutio
whereN1 andN2 differ considerably (N1@N2).

A. Miscibility of polymer blends

FH theory indicates that polymer blends are much l
miscible than their small molecule~monomeric! counterparts
because of the reduction of the entropy of mixing associa
with the presence of chain connectivity. This limited ble
miscibility is directly reflected in the dependence of t
blend critical temperatureTc on the polymerization indices
N1 andN2 of the blend components.1,2 The critical tempera-
ture Tc scales linearly with the ‘‘reduced’’ polymerizatio
index1,3,23 N̄5N1N2 /(N1

1/21N2
1/2)2, and this scaling simpli-

fies to Tc;N for ‘‘symmetric’’ blends (N15N25N). FH
theory also predicts that an asymmetry in polymerization
dices (lN[N2 /N1Þ1) leads to an asymmetrical critica
compositionfc and to asymmetrical phase boundaries. T
well known FH formula fc

(FH)[fc
(1)512fc

(2)5AlN/(1
1AlN) reduces tofc51/2 only whenN15N2 . Note that
fc

(FH) is independent of$Ni% if the ratio lN is held fixed, a
prediction readily subjected to experimental tests, altho
these tests are rarely considered~see Sec. V!.

The description of other ‘‘critical properties’’ by FH
theory requires the use of the random phase approxima
~RPA!.3 In particular, the correlation length amplitudejo ,
determining the extent of composition fluctuation, is deriv
as a compositionally weighted average of the radii of gy
tion @Rg

( i )# for the blend components.1,3 Hence,jo becomes
proportional toN1/2 for ‘‘symmetric’’ blends.1,3 On the other
hand, the Ginzburg number Gi, which quantifies the width
the Ising-type critical region, diminishes with increasingN1

and N2 . The FH theory scaling Gi;1/N ~for ‘‘symmetric’’
blends! implies the existence of a small critical region a
provides the basis for claims that mean field theory sho
describe high molecular weight blends.35,36
Downloaded 19 Jun 2002 to 129.6.154.32. Redistribution subject to AI
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Fluctuation effects limit the accuracy of mean field es
mates of phase boundaries and critical properties. Mo
Carlo simulations of Binder and co-workers22,23demonstrate,
for instance, that the error inTc evaluated from the FH
theory is about 25%~for low molecular weight dense ‘‘sym
metric’’ mixtures! and that compressibility effects can mak
the error even larger. The fluctuation correctionDT5Tc

(mf)

2Tc has been found23 to decrease withN (DT;N21/2), in
accord with arguments by Holyst and Vilgis.37 For finite
chain lengths, the fluctuation corrections can be apprecia
and this fact should be kept in mind.

Although Monte Carlo simulations have indicated su
stantial fluctuation-induced errors in the FH estimate ofTc

and other blend properties, FH theory has been jud
‘‘successful’’23,38 in describing important qualitative feature
of blend miscibility~e.g.,Tc;N and Gi;1/N).22–24~Similar
conclusions to those obtained from Monte Carlo simulatio
have followed from PRISM calculations by Singh an
Schweizer.39! We note, however, that these simulations a
sume that polymers haveidentical monomer structures, so
the ‘‘mapping’’ 23 of real polymer blends onto the FH mod
is unclear, if possible at all.

B. Miscibility of polymer solutions

A strikingly different pattern of miscibility emerges from
FH theory in thelN→0 limit, corresponding to polymer
solutions. Polymer chain connectivity still leads to a dimi
ished miscibility of polymer solutions relative to the misc
bility of monomeric mixtures (N15N251), but this de-
crease in compatibility is less dramatic than that occurr
for high molecular weight polymer blends. IncreasingN1 ,
while keepingN2 constant~e.g., N251) causesTc to ap-
proach the theta temperatureTu ~defined as the temperatur
at which the second virial coefficient vanishes for the po
mer solution!. Notably, Tc for high molecular weight poly-
mer solutions~N1→`, N251! is independentof N1 and
equals four timesTc for the monomeric mixture,40 Tc(N
51). This result is contrasted with the FH theory predicti
thatTc for polymer blends increases proportional toN with-
out bound. The large chain length asymmetry of polym
solutions is also responsible for highly asymmetric pha
boundaries, as reflected in the highly asymmetrical criti
composition which tends to zero whenlN→0 @fc

(FH)

;lN
1/2#.
Polymer solutions and polymer blends also display

preciable differences in their osmotic and scattering prop
ties. While FH theory predicts that with increasing polym
chain length,Tc for polymer solutions approachesTu , Tc ,
andTu for polymer blends are expected to be greatly se
rated, regardless of the molecular weights~in FH theory,
Tu54Tc when N15N2). The scale of composition fluctua
tions is also predicted to be significantly smaller for polym
solutions than for polymer blends. Specifically, the corre
tion length amplitudejo @see Eq.~24!# for polymer solutions
scales within FH/RPA theory proportional toN1/4 ~i.e., to the
geometrical meanof the solvent and polymer radii o
gyration!.41 The scaling of jo with N affects the N-
dependence of many other basic properties of polymer s
tions, such as surface tension, interfacial width in the t
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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phase regime, light and neutron scattering intensities, co
tive diffision coefficient, etc.

Fluctuation effects are especially large in polymer so
tions, and the corrections to the mean field critical tempe
tureTc

(mf) are comparable to those derived for small molec
liquids.40 This arises regardless of arguments that Gi
comes small for polymer solutions.37 Swelling of polymers
in the vicinity of the solution theta temperature manifests
additional type of critical phenomena,3,42,43 leading to non-
trivial critical indices describing the interrelation betwe
polymer size (Rg) and N, the concentration dependence
the osmotic pressure, etc. Moreover, de Gennes3,44 has sug-
gested that the critical behavior of polymer solutions
tricritical rather than Ising-type in thelN→0 limit sinceTc

is expected to approachTu . Evidence supporting this con
jecture has recently been reported.45 Although arguments and
findings relating to fluctuation effects in polymer solutio
lie beyond mean field theory, they serve to illustrate the la
potential impact of molecular asymmetry~chain length
asymmetry! on the critical behavior of fluid mixtures. Eve
thequalitativetype of critical behavior may be influenced b
molecular asymmetry if the de Gennes conjecture is pro
correct.

III. SIMPLIFIED LATTICE CLUSTER THEORY
OF BLEND MISCIBILITY

The lattice cluster theory~LCT! ~Refs. 6, 7, 31! is based
on two major improvements beyond the zeroth order
theory. The first improvement lies in the use of united at
models to represent individual monomers that are descr
as occupying several neighboring lattice sites. Figure 1 ill
trates united atom group models for a few polyolefins c
sidered in this paper. The individual CHn (n50 – 3) groups
are taken in these models as covering single lattice s
Thus, the monomers can assume a wide range of shape
sizes, subject to the constraint of a discrete lattice repre
tation for these structures. The second improvement of
LCT involves a superior solution to the resulting latti
model. The FH free energy is the leading order approxim
tion in the LCT, and corrections arising from chain conne
tivity, asymmetries in monomer–monomer interactions, a

FIG. 1. United atom group models for monomers of poly~hexene-1! ~PH1!,
poly~ethylene propylene! ~PEP!, and poly~isobutylene! ~PIB!. Circles desig-
nate CHn groups, solid lines represent the C–C bonds inside the mono
while dotted lines indicate the C–C bonds that link the monomer’s Cn

groups with those belonging to other monomers in the polyolefin ch
backbone. These three polyolefins are components of the two binary b
~PH1/PEP, PIB/PEP! chosen to illustrate non-FH-types of critical behavi
that are predicted by the SLCT. Each blend component is characte
within the SLCT by two geometrical parametersr i and pi , and these pa-
rameters for these three polyolefins arer PH157/6, pPH154/3, r PEP5pPEP

56/5, r PIB57/4, andpPIB53/2. The differencesur 12r 2u and up12p2u are
measures of blend structural asymmetry.
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from short-range correlations emerge from a high tempe
ture cluster expansion in powers of reciprocal dimensiona
and the dimensionless van der Waals interaction energies6 A
full account of the LCT is provided in our previous papers6,7

and here we focus on the general types of phase beha
predicted by a simplified version of the LCT for binary pol
mer mixtures.

The full LCT involves lengthy analytic expressions, an
the task of classifying the general types of blend phase
grams can only be achieved using numerical analysis. On
other hand, the availability of an analytically tractable, hi
pressure, high molecular weight limit of the LCT simplifie
this task enormously.31 An additional argument for the use o
this simplified LCT ~previously termed ‘‘the pedestria
LCT’’ ! emerges from our tests indicating that many gene
qualitative trends in blend miscibility are unchanged wh
the constraints of high pressure and high molecular weig
are lifted~apart, of course, for the pressure dependence of
phase behavior and for the occurrence of phase diagr
with both UCST and LCST that can be described7 with the
full LCT !.

The free energy of mixingD f mix for a binary polymer
blend is given in the SLCT by31

D f mix

kT
5

f

M
ln f1

12f

Ml
ln~12f!1f~12f!

3F ~r 12r 2!2

z2 1
e

kT S z22

2
2

1

z
$p1~12f!

1p2f% D G , ~1!

wheref[f1512f2 is the volume fraction of componen
1, M[M1 is the number of united atom groups in a sing
chain of blend species 1,l5M2 /M1 denotes the ratio of the
chain site occupancy indices,e5e111e2222e12 is the blend
exchange energy,z designates the lattice coordination num
ber, andT is the absolute temperature. The chain occupa
index Mi coincides with the polymerization indexNi only
when a monomer is composed of one united atom group
occupies a single lattice site. Otherwise, when a monome
speciesi extends oversi lattice sites,Mi is given by Mi

5Nisi . The first two terms on the right-hand side of Eq.~1!
represent the configurational entropy, while the contribut
f(12f)(r 12r 2)2/z2 is the noncombinatorial entropy o
mixing which arises from local correlations associated w
the packing constraints imposed by the monomer structu
The entropic coefficientsr i ( i 51,2) are obtained from the
respective numberssi

(tri) andsi
(tetr) of tri- and tetrafunctional

united atom groups in a single monomer of speciesi ,

r i511
si

(tri)

si
13

si
(tetr)

si
. ~2!

The remaining terms in Eq.~1! are of energetic origin and
involve both monomer structure dependent and indepen
contributions. A monomer structure dependence enters
composition dependent energetic terms through the g
metrical factorsp1 and p2 . These topological parameter
equal the numbers of distinct sets of three sequential bo

r,

n
ds

ed
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traversing single monomers of species 1 and 2, respectiv
Both p1 andp2 can be expressed in terms ofsi

(tri) andsi
(tetr)

for certain types of monomer structures, and representa
calculations ofpi are described in Ref. 31. The monom
structure independent leading energetic contribution
ze/(2kT) is merely the FH interaction term. This leadin
order for the interchain interaction grossly overestimates
number of nearest neighbor heterocontacts. The replace
of the factor ofz in the FH approximationze/(2kT) by (z
22) is consistent with the argument of Guggenheim46 that
each interior unit in a linear chain is linked~by chemical
bonds! to the nearest neighbor units. Consequently, these
neighboring sites~using the language of the lattice mode!
are unavailable for occupancy by units belonging to ot
chains. Beyond the application of the high molecular weig
high pressure, high temperature, fully flexible polymer ch
limit, Eq. ~1! has been obtained by a truncation through s
ond order of the expansion in 1/z that describes nonrandom
mixing arising from packing of structured monomers. Thee2

term, given in Ref. 31, is omitted as small and numerica
irrelevant for the binary blends considered.

A. Location of critical point

The incompressible limit SANSx parameter is defined
in terms of the free energyD f mix,

]2~D f mix/kT!

]f2 5
1

Mf
1

1

Ml~12f!
22x, ~3!

where thex parameter is expressed as an interaction par
eter between united atom groups.31,13 Evaluating the deriva-
tive in Eq. ~3! convertsx into the simple polynomial,

x5a1~b1cf!/T, ~4!

with

a[~r 12r 2!2/z2, ~5!

being47 the temperature independent portion ofx and with
the coefficients

b[~e/k!@~z22!/21~1/z!~22p11p2!#

and

c[~e/k!~3/z!~p12p2!. ~6!

As shown below, the constantsb and c exert a large influ-
ence onT dependence ofx and the shape of the phas
boundary. Equations~4! and~5! provide a simple interpreta
tion of the temperature independent portion ofx as arising
from different monomer structures of the two blen
components.48 When both blend components have monom
with the same structures,a andc bothvanishidentically and
the classical FH theory is recovered.49

The critical compositionfc is determined from the van
ishing of the third derivative of the free energyD f mix,

]3D f mix

]f3 U
f5fc

50, ~7!

which, in turn, when applied to Eq.~1!, yields the following
expression:
Downloaded 19 Jun 2002 to 129.6.154.32. Redistribution subject to AI
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22acfc
2~12fc!

21
1

Ml
@2c~l21!fc

31$b~l21!

2c~4l21!%fc
212~c2b!lfc1bl#50. ~8!

Notice that when both of the non-FH termsa and c are
nonzero, theM→` limit leads to a highly asymmetric phas
diagram withfc→0 or 1.

The critical temperatureTc is obtained by solving the
stability condition,

1

Mf
1

1

Ml~12f!
22x50 ~9!

evaluated at the critical composition~volume fraction! f
5fc determined by Eq.~8!. This leads to the simple expres
sion for the critical temperature,

Tc5
2~b1cfc!

1

Mfc
1

1

Ml~12fc!
22a

. ~10!

The largest contribution to the shift ofTc from its FH value
Tc

(FH) is due to the parametera. An increase ofa generally
leads to decreased blend miscibility.

B. Theta temperatures

In analogy to polymer solutions where the theta tempe
ture Tu is identified as an essential referen
temperature,1,3,42 Tu can also be defined~and measured! for
dilute polymer blends. Since either component of a bin
blend can be the dilute species, there aretwo osmotic virial
expansions and two osmotic pressures, sayP1 and P2 ,
where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the majority spec
These virial series are readily generated from Eq.~1! by
evaluating the chemical potentialsm i of speciesi ( i 51,2)
and by expanding the logarithmic term about the vanish
volume fraction limits~f1'0 or f2'0!,

P1vcell

kT
52

m1

kT
5A1

(1)f21A2
(1)f2

21A3
(1)f2

31¯ ,

f2'0, ~11!

and

P2vcell

kT
52

m2

kT
5A1

(2)f11A2
(2)f1

21A3
(2)f1

31¯ ,

f1'0, ~12!

where the volumevcell is the average united atom group vo
ume ~the volume associated with a single lattice site! and
where A1

( i ) , A2
( i ) , and A3

( i ) are the first, second and thir
virial coefficients, respectively, given by

A1
(1)51/l, A1

(2)5l, ~13!

A2
(1)5

1

2
2S a1

b1c

T D M1 , ~14!

A2
(2)5

1

2
2S a1

b

TD M2 , ~15!
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A3
(1)5

1

3
1

2

3

c

T
M1 , A3

(2)5
1

3
2

2

3

c

T
M2 , ~16!

with a, b, andc defined by Eqs.~5! and ~6!. ~Note that the
third virial coefficient may be negative, while the second
positive.! The virial coefficients are related to the interacti
parameterx by

A2
(1)51/22x~f51!M1 , ~17!

A2
(2)51/22x~f50!M2 , ~18!

and

x5
1

M1
F2S A2

(1)2
1

2D2
3

2
~12f!S A3

(1)2
1

3D G
5

1

M2
F2S A2

(2)2
1

2D2
3

2
fS A3

(2)2
1

3D G , ~19!

which establishes a connection betweenx and the fundamen
tal, model-independent fluid mixture properties@A2

( i ) ,A3
( i )#.

Equations~14! and~15! imply that each binary blend has tw
theta temperatures,

Tu
(1)5

2~b1c!M1

122aM1
, ~20!

and

Tu
(2)5

2bM2

122aM2
. ~21!

The temperaturesTu
(1) andTu

(2) tend to be near each other fo
‘‘symmetric’’ blends (l51) sinceuc/bu is normally small.

C. Correlation length and size of the critical region

The static correlation lengthj is another characteristi
property of polymer blends which is expected to be stron
influenced by monomer shape and size asymmetries. W
mean field theory, the correlation lengthj is connected with
the blend susceptibilityv51/@]2( f mix/kT)/]f2# through the
general relation,

j5Adov, ~22!

wheredo is the square gradient coefficient. The coefficie
do can be estimated within the incompressible blend rand
phase approximation~RPA! ~Ref. 3! in terms of the critical
compositionfc and the monomer Kuhn lengthsl 1 and l 2 ,

do5
1

18F l 1
2

s1fc
1

l 2
2

s2~12fc!
G . ~23!

Equations~22! and ~23! enable calculating the correlatio
length amplitudejo at the critical composition through th
relation j[jou(T2Tc)/Tu21/2. After some algebra,jo can
be expressed as

jo5S doTc

2ub1cfcu
D 1/2

. ~24!

The RPA theory assumes that blending introduces
changes in the polymer dimensions and that the chains
ideal.3 This assumption for dilute blends is most suitab
near the theta point which can be far removed from the c
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cal point, but may be inadequate for dilute blends far fro
the theta point where a more sophisticated description m
be required. Within the RPA approximation,jo is indepen-
dent of T. We note that the mean field sum rulej2;S(0)
@S(0) is the structure factor in the long wavelength limit a
is proportional to the osmotic compressibility and the s
ceptibility v# implies thatjo also controls the amplitude o
composition fluctuations.50

Finally, the monomer shape and size asymmetry in
ences the ranges ofT over which mean field and Ising-typ
critical behaviors are observed. TheseT ranges are expresse
in terms of the Ginzburg number Gi which provides a rou
estimate of the magnitude of the reduced temperaturt
[(T2Tc)/T at which the crossover from mean-field
Ising-type behaviors occurs. Dudowiczet al.50 have intro-
duced more refined criterion for specifying the three differe
regimes. Mean field theory holds fort>10Gi, while the
Ising critical behavior corresponds tot<Gi/10. The range
Gi/10,t,10Gi describes a crossover regime witht'Gi in
the middle of this range. For an incompressible blend, G
given by50

Gi5
vcell

2 @M 21fc
231~Ml!21~12fc!

23#2

64p2uM 21fc
211~Ml!21~12fc!

2122audo
3 ,

~25!

with a anddo defined by Eqs.~5! and ~23!, respectively.51

IV. CLASSES OF POLYMER BLEND MISCIBILITY

A. The M dependence of fc and Tc

The simplified LCT predicts that binary polymer blend
yield four distinct classes of critical behavior. This classi
cation is based on the analysis of Eqs.~8! and ~10! which
enable the evaluation of the critical parameters~fc andTc!
for eight potential types of blends that are characterized
~i! the sign of the exchange energye5e111e2222e12 and
~ii ! the degree of structural asymmetry between the mo
mers ~i.e., whether or nota and c are nonzero!. Monomer
asymmetry leads to a nonvanishing ‘‘entropic’’x term a
;(r 12r 2)2 and produces asymmetry in the phase diagr
within the SLCT when the coefficientc;(p12p2) is non-
zero.

The eight potential types of blend phase behavior a
becauseb may have two possible signs and becausea andc
may each be either zero or nonzero. Generally, the the
predicts thata is always positive, whileb and c can be
positive or negative.~Note, however, that the sign ofc is
reversed upon the label interchange 1↔2 between the two
blend components.! Although experiments indicate thata for
some random copolymer blends can be negative,52 the
classes of critical behavior fora,0 are not considered her
as they do not emerge from the SLCT.

In addition to different monomer structures, blend co
ponents usually have different molecular weights. The la
difference introduces an additional source of asymmetry
is quantified in the LCT by the chain site occupancy ind
ratio l5M2 /M1 , which is the natural extension of the po
lymerization index ratiolN in FH theory and which account
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE I. Classes of critical behavior for binary polymer blends as predicted by the LCT in the high pressure, high molecular weight limit.a

a b c M,l fc Tc Gi
Tu

(1)2Tc

Tc

Tu
(2)2Tc

Tc

jo

I a50 b.0 c50 UCST
Al

11Al
2blM ;M 21 112Al

l
l12Al ;M 1/2

l→0b UCST ;Al 2b ;M 21/2 l21 Al ;M 1/4

a50 b,0 c50 m

I a50 b.0 cÞ0 UCST '
Al

11Al
'2b8lM ;M 21

'
112Al

l
'l12Al ;M 1/2

a50 b,0 cÞ0 m
II aÞ0 b.0 c50

M>
1

2al
i

M,
1

2al
UCST

Al

11Al

2blM

122alM
;

M 21

122alM

112Al

l~122aM!

l12Al

122alM
;S M

122alM D 1/2

II aÞ0 b.0 cÞ0

M>
1

2al
i

M,
1

2al
UCST '

Al

11Al
'

2b8lM

122alM
;

M 21

122alM
'

112Al

l~122aM!
'

l12Al

122alM
;S M

122alM D 1/2

III aÞ0 b,0 c50

M<
1

2al
m

M.
1

2al
LCST

Al

11Al

2blM

122alM
;

M 21

2alM21

112Al

l~122aM!

c l12Al

122alM

d

;S M

2alM21D 1/2

M→` LCST
Al

11Al
ubu/a ;M 22 ;M 21 ;M 21 conste

IV aÞ0 b,0 cÞ0

M<
1

2al
m

M.
1

2al
LCST na na na na na na

c,0 M→` LCST ;M 21/2 ubu/a ;M 21/2 c/b ;M 21/2 ;M 1/4

c.0 M→` LCST 12OS 1

M1/2D ub2cu
a

;M 21/2 ;M 21/2 c

ub2cu
;M 1/4

al[l/(11Al)2, l[M 2 /M1 , M[M 1 , b8[b1cAl , m andi denote complete miscibility and immiscibility, respectively, andna indicates the nonexistence
of a physically meaningful solution.

bFor all other cases considered, 0,l,`.
cA positive Tu

(1) implies the conditionM.(2a)21 which is a stronger constraint thanM.(2al)21.
dA positive Tu

(2) implies the conditionM.(2al)21 which is a stronger constraint thanM.(2al)21.
eThe constant is a function ofa, l, the Kuhn lengthsl 1 and l 2 , and numbers~s1 , s2! of united atom groups in the single monomers of components 1 an
in
tro

m
-

s
a
b

riti-

ase
for different monomer sizes~e.g., volumes!. The limit l
→0 describes a polymer solution with component 1 be
the high molecular mass polymer, as mentioned in the In
duction. It is also worth mentioning that because the SLCT
formulated in the high molecular weight limit,31 the l'0
limit corresponds toM1 ,M2@1 and M1@M2 . Generally,
the treatment of polymer solutions must retain 1/M2 contri-
butions that are neglected in Eq.~1! or, whenM251, must
use the free energy expression for one component poly
systems that differs considerably10,53from the expression ob
tained from Eq.~1! by settingr 25p250.

The main characteristics of these four distinct classe
critical behavior are summarized in Table I along with
specification of which of the eight classes are predicted to
Downloaded 19 Jun 2002 to 129.6.154.32. Redistribution subject to AI
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completely miscible or immiscible. Class I (a50,c50,b
.0) yields phase diagrams similar to FH theory1,3 and is
characterized by a UCST phase separation in which the c
cal temperatureTc is proportional toM (M[M1) and in
which the critical compositionfc is insensitive toM , but
depends only on the ratiol. The case ofl51 corresponds to
a symmetric blend (M15M2) and leads tofc51/2.

The presence of a nonzeroc ~for a50, b.0! shifts the
critical composition from the FH case offc5l/(11Al),
while the critical temperature is slightly altered asTc

'2b8Ml/(11Al)2, where b85b1cAl/(11Al). The
scalingTc;M remains, as well as the independence offc

on M . Consequently, we still designate this pattern of ph
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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behavior as FH type or class I, in spite of the presence
some small quantitative changes inTc andfc .

The remaining three classes exhibitqualitative depar-
tures from FH behavior. Class II (aÞ0,c50,b.0) also
yields a UCST behavior, but with a stronger dependence
Tc on M than linear~see Table I!. This stronger dependenc
evidently stems from the presence of a nonzeroa in the
denominator of Eq.~10!. On the other hand, the critical com
position remains identical tofc for the FH class. The occur
rence of a UCST phase diagram is limited, however, to v
ues of M smaller than the ‘‘critical’’ value M crit5(1
1Al)2/(2al), whereTc diverges.@The solution forTc in
Eq. ~10! ceases to be physical forM larger thanM crit .#
Again, the presence of nonzeroc only induces quantitative
shifts in Tc and fc relative to theTc and fc for the c50
case. The scaling ofTc with M and the insensitivity offc to
M remain as whenc50. The FH relation1,3 fc5Al/(1
1Al) holds well whenb@c since this condition corre
sponds to a limit of small structural asymmetry.

FIG. 2. The SLCT spinodal curves computed for a series of monodisp
PH1/PEP blends with varying molecular weights. Both blend compon
are assumed to have identical numbers of united atom groupsM 15M 2

5M (l51) in individual chains, andM values are indicated in the figure
The volume fractionf[f1 refers to component 1, which is P1H~in Figs.
2–4!. The spinodal temperature is normalized by the critical tempera
Tc

(FH) @evaluated from Eq.~10! by settinga5c50#.

FIG. 3. The critical temperatureTc of monodisperse PH1/PEP blends as
function of the number of united atom groupsM[M 1 in a PH1 chain for
three fixed ratiosl5M2 /M1 as indicated in the figure. Component 1
PH1, andM is a proportional to the molecular weight of PH1. The norm
ization of Tc by Tc

(FH) provides a convenient visualization of departures
Tc from FH theory whereTc /Tc

(FH) is independent ofM . The faster than
linear dependence ofTc on M in three curves represents the SLCT pred
tions for the class II critical behavior.
Downloaded 19 Jun 2002 to 129.6.154.32. Redistribution subject to AI
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Class III (aÞ0,c50,b,0) is our first example produc
ing LCST behavior and dramatic departures from the
pattern of blend miscibility. The critical temperatureTc in
the M→` limit no longer scales withM , but instead ap-
proaches theconstantubu/a. The critical compositionfc still
equalsAl/(11Al) due to the fact that structural asymmet
no longer affectsfc when c50. Class IV (aÞ0,cÞ0,b
,0) also yields LCST phase diagrams, but differs from cla
III in some aspects. First, the critical compositionfc de-
pends strongly onM , as can be seen from the two largeM
asymptotic limiting solutions of Eq.~8!,

fc5SA b

2acD 1

M1/21S 1

2aD 1

M

1S 2b21c2l1bc

4lA2ba3c3 D 1

M3/21¯ , c,0 ~26!

and

se
ts

e

FIG. 4. The critical compositionfc of monodisperse PH1/PEP blends as
function of the number of united atom groupsM[M 1 in a PH1 chain for
three fixed ratiosl5M2 /M1 as indicated in the figure. For all values ofl,
fc is practically insensitive toM , in agreement with FH theory predictions

FIG. 5. The SLCT spinodal curves computed for a series of monodisp
PIB/PEP blends with varying molecular weights. Both blend compone
are assumed to have identical numbers of united atom groupsM 15M 2

5M (l51) in individual chains, and theM values are indicated in the
figure. The volume fractionf5f1 refers to component 1 which is PIB~in
Figs. 5–7!. The spinodal temperature is normalized by the critical tempe
ture Tc

(M→`) corresponding to theM→` limit. The critical behavior of
PIB/PEP blends~see Figs. 6 and 7! is designated as class IV.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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fc512SAub2cu

2acl
D 1

M1/22S 1

2al
D 1

M

2S 2b2l2c2~2l21!23bcl

4A2ub2cua3c3l3 D 1

M3/22¯ ,

c.0. ~27!

Secondly, in theM→` limit, the critical temperatureTc

approaches different limits depending on the sign ofc,

Tc5S ubu
a D1SA2bc

a3 D 1

M1/21S ubu22cl

2a2l D 1

M

1S 2
1

2a2l FA b

2ac
~b1c!1A c

2ab
~2b

1cl!G D 1

M3/21¯ , c,0, ~28!

while for positivec,

Tc5S ub2cu
a D1SA2ub2cuc

a3l D 1

M1/2

1S ub2cul12c

2a2l D 1

M

1S 2
1

2a2l FAub2cu
2acl

bl

1A c

2aub2cul ~2bl12cl2c!G D 1

M3/21¯ ,

c.0. ~29!

Notice that a similar type of scaling for the critical param
eters (fc;M 21/2,Tc→const) emerges from the SLCT fo
polymer solutions exhibiting an upper critical phase sepa
tion temperature~see Table I!.

The two main non-FH classes of critical behavior, de
ignated as classes II and IV, are also described graphical
better illustrate their characteristics. Figure 2 depicts
spinodal curves computed for a series of poly~hexene-1!/
poly~ethylylene propylene! ~PH1/PEP! blends which are
typical UCST polyolefin mixtures that phase separate u

FIG. 6. The critical temperatureTc of monodisperse PIB/PEP blends as
function of number of united atom groupsM[M 1 in a PIB chain for three
fixed ratiosl5M2 /M1 as indicated in the figure. The critical temperatu
Tc is normalized by the critical temperatureTc

(M→`) in the M→` limit. As
M grows, the ratioTc /Tc

(M→`) slowly approaches unity.
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cooling.54 For simplicity, both blend species are assumed
have identical numbers of united atom groupsM15M2

5M (l51) in individual chains, and the different curve
correspond to different values ofM , as indicated in the fig-
ure. ~The molar mass in amu is obtained by multiplyingM
by a factor of 14.! The spinodal temperature is normalized
the FH critical temperatureTc

(FH)52bMl/(11Al)2 in order
to eliminate the influence of the exchange energy on
phase boundary. This particular choice of the PH1/PEP s
tem has been made because of its rather small valuea
5(1/z2)(r 12r 2)25(1/36)(7/626/5)253.0931025 which,
in turn, implies a relatively highM crit5(11Al)2/(2al)
'63104 and a wide range ofM over which physically re-
alistic computed critical temperaturesTc are found. The criti-
cal temperatureTc @normalized byTc

(FH)# is plotted against
M in Fig. 3 for PH1/PEP blends. Deviations of the rat
Tc /Tc

(FH) from unity provide quantitative measures of depa
tures of Tc from FH theory, and some deviations can ev
dently be quite large. Figure 3 also shows the variation of
critical temperatureTc with l. The already nontrivial differ-
ences betweenTc and Tc

(FH) for l51 become even more
profound forl.1. As mentioned earlier, the critical compo
sition fc is insensitive toM , even whencÞ0. This trend is

FIG. 7. The critical compositionfc of monodisperse PIB/PEP blends as
function of number of united atom groupsM[M 1 in a PIB chain for three
fixed ratiosl5M2 /M1 as indicated in the figure. For largeM , fc ceases to
depend onl and slowly approaches zero. The exchange energye has been
taken ase/k521 K ~Ref. 31!.

FIG. 8. The Ginzburg number Gi for ‘‘symmetric’’ blends (l51;M 15M2

5M ) computed for different classes of blend miscibility as a function of t
number of united atom groupsM . The normalization of Gi by Gi(ref)

50.01 ~a typical Gi value for small molecule mixtures! provides a conve-
nient visualization of the differences between classes I–IV. Classes II an
are represented by PH1/PEP and PIB/PEP blends, respectively. The exa
for class I blends (a5c50,b.0) is derived by choosingb as identical tob
for class II, while the example for class III blends (aÞ0,b.0,c50) is
generated by takinga and b equal to those for the PIB/PEP mixture. Th
exchange energiese for PH1/PEP and PIB/PEP blends are taken ase/k
50.01 K ande/k521 K, respectvely~Ref. 31!.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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evident from Fig. 4 which presentsfc as a function ofM for
a few values ofl.

The class IV critical behavior is illustrated by speciali
ing to the poly~isobutylene!/poly~ethylene propylene! ~PIB/
PEP! blend which is an example of a polyolefin blend th
separates upon heating.29 The PIB/PEP blend is describe
within the LCT by a negativeb, a rather large entropic con
tribution a to x (a54.8231023), and by a negativec
(ucu!ubu).31 The phase boundaries~spinodals! computed for
this system for various values ofM and for the special cas
of l51 are presented in Fig. 5. We normalize the spino
temperature by the critical temperatureTc

(M→`) in the M
→` limit to remove the dependence one. An increase ofM
leads to a decreased miscibility, as expected, and to fla
phase boundaries, a typical feature observed29 for binary
blends of PIB with several other polyolefins~see Sec. VI!.
The variations of the critical temperature and critical comp
sition with M are presented in Figs. 6 and 7, respective
which also describe cases withlÞ1. The critical tempera-
tureTc @normalized byTc

(M→`)# slowly converges to unity as
M grows, andTc depends onl only in the region of small
M . A similar trend is exhibited byfc , which slowly ap-
proaches zero with the;M 21/2 scaling of Table I and which
ceases to depend onl for large M as in polymer solutions
~The M -dependence offc and Tc is illustrated for classes
I–IV in our previous communication.32! The computed in-
sensitivity ofTc to M in Fig. 6 accords with the experimenta
observation of Krishnamoortiet al.29 for PIB/PEP blends.
Equations~26!–~29! provide very good approximations t
both Tc andfc of PIB/PEP forM.104.

B. Width of critical region

Monomer shape and size asymmetry can greatly in
ence the width of the critical regime and its measure,
Ginzburg number Gi. For FH type~class I! blends, the
scaling3,35,36 Gi;M 21 indicates a strong decrease of t
critical region width with increasingM . However, the mag-
nitude of Gi can be larger for class II blends which exhibi
shallow minimumin Gi as a function ofM ~see Fig. 8!. A
typical magnitude for the minimum value of Gi for class
blends is about 0.001, which is small relative to typical v
ues of Gi for small molecule mixtures (Gi'0.01).55 The Gi
for class III blends decreases even more rapidly than Gi
class I, while the dependence of Gi onM for class IV (Gi
;M 21/2) is weaker than for class I, resembling the Gi sc
ing for UCST polymer solutions~see Table I!.37 Apparently,
the examples of class II–IV blends indicate large departu
from the Gi;M 21 scaling of the FH model~see Fig. 8!, but
there is nonetheless a general tendency for Gi to bec
small for largeM .

C. Correlation length amplitude jo

Inspection of Table I indicates that theM dependence o
the correlation length amplitudejo provides a particularly
good indication of blend class type. For symmetric (l51)
class I blends,jo scales as the chain average radius of gy
tion jo;M1/2, a scaling that is a well known result of RP
theory3 for polymer blends. TheM dependence ofjo is en-
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hanced over FH scaling for class II blends, while it is dimi
ished for class III blends. Finally,jo of class IV blends ex-
hibits a weakM dependence (jo;M1/4), which coincides
with the scaling behavior ofjo for polymer solutions~class I,
l'0,M→`! predicted theoretically41 and observed
experimentally56 outside the critical regime where mean-fie
theory is applicable. It is, thus, apparent that the scale
composition fluctuations in blends can be much smaller t
predicted by FH/RPA theory.

These dramatic departures in theM dependence ofjo

from the predictions of FH theory are easily understood fr
Eq. ~24! which shows thatjo is controlled predominantly by
Tc and fc . The constancy ofTc in the M→` limit for
classes III and IV leads, in conjunction with Eqs.~23! and
~24!, to the scalingjo;fc

21/2, with the proportionality con-
stant depending on molecular parameters (l 1 ,l 2 ,s1 ,s2 ,b,c).
The insensitivity offc to M for class III implies thatjo is
independent ofM for large M , while the scaling fc

;M 21/2 in the M→` limit for class IV yields the scaling
jo;M1/4. We expect that the power lawjo;fc

21/2 also ap-
plies to branched polymer solutions for whichTc becomes
constant57 when polymer molecular mass is large. Notab
this interelation betweenjo and fc also appears to hold in
the non-classical critical regime of polymer solutio
where56 fc;M 20.385 andjo;M0.195.

D. Gap between theta temperature and critical
temperature

The ratios of the blend theta temperaturesTu
(1) andTu

(2)

to the critical temperatureTc for phase separation also pro
vide valuable information about the blend class type.
define the reduced temperature gapdTu between the theta
temperature andTc as

dTu
( i )5~Tu

( i )2Tc!/Tc , ~30!

and analyze how this quantity varies for the various class
For case I~FH class!, Table I indicates thatdTu

(1) anddTu
(2)

approach zero for large molecular mass asymmetry~l→`
and l→0, respectively!, but bothdTu

(1) and dTu
(2) become

large for symmetric blends@dTu
(1)5dTu

(2)53 for l51 or,
equivalently,Tu

(1)/Tc5Tu
(2)/Tc54#.58 WhenTc is near room

temperature ('300 K), the conditiondTu
( i )53 would imply

a theta temperature of about 1200 K. Of course, most p
mers would thermally degrade at such temperatures, so
this result does not appear very interesting. Indeed the s
of theta temperatures in blends might be dismissed altoge
based solely on this result.

We contrastdTu
( i ) ( i 51,2) for the FH class I to those fo

class IV blends. Table I illustrates that in theM→` limit,
one of the class IV theta temperatures coincides withTc ,
while the other is independent of molecular mass asymm
(l). Thus, it should be easy to observe a theta point~s! for
class IV blends,59,60 as well as the same type of associat
chain swelling and contraction with varying ‘‘solvent qua
ity’’ in dilute blends as found in dilute polymer solutions.61 A
unique behavior ofdTu

( i ) is obtained in class III where both
dTu

(1) anddTu
(2) approach zero asM→`, which implies that

the limiting theta temperatures coincide withTc . Class II
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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exhibits more complex behavior sincedTu
(1) anddTu

(2) both
depend strongly onl andM . In summary, the observation o
one or two theta temperatures in real~dilute! blends should
be possible in many cases, providing direct evidence
non-FH classes of blend miscibility. Note that thedTu

( i ) are
negative or zero for LCST type blends, and the two th
temperaturesTu

(1) and Tu
(2) are close to each other for sym

metric blends (l51). TheM -dependence ofdTu
(1) for sym-

metric blends of classes I-IV is illustrated in our previo
communication.32

V. EXPERIMENTAL SUPPORT FOR NEW CLASSES
OF POLYMER BLEND MISCIBILITY

As mentioned earlier, a linear scaling ofTc with M has
been obtained from SANS experiments for symmetric (N1

5N2) isotopic polyolefin blends~where molecular monome
structures are almost identical! and has been confirmed b
Monte Carlo simulations.23,24There are, however, several e
perimental observations indicating that this FH pattern
blend miscibility is not general. Perhaps, the best do
mented example of this nonuniversality is provided by
polystyrene/poly~vinyl methyl ether! ~PS/PVME! blend. The
SANS experiments by Hanet al.27 reveal thatTc for this
system is nearly independent ofM , and the phase boundar
is highly asymmetric.27,28 For two PS/PVME samples spec
fied by approximately the samel (lN) but different molecu-
lar masses~differing by a factor of 3!, the experimental criti-
cal compositionsfc[fc

(PS)'0.2 and 0.1 for these two
blends depart significantly from the predictionsfc

(FH)

5AlN/(11AlN)'0.64 and 0.65, respectively, of FH
theory. The SLCT predicts thatfc should scale asM 21/2 for
class IV, so that a factor of 3 increase inM between the two
blends should thus lead to a reduction offc by )'1.7.
This prediction is consistent with the data of Hanet al.27

where roughly a factor of 2 reduction is observed.~PS/
PVME blends are classified as type IV blends, based on
to blend scattering data and the resulting conditionsb,0,
anda,cÞ0.! Other aspects of non-FH-type critical behavi
of PS/PVME blends are described in our prior studies of t
system.8,9,34 Measurements27,62 and LCT computations50 for
PS/PVME mixtures over a limited range ofM indicate a
weak M -dependence of the correlation length amplitudejo

~typical values63 of jo are on the order of 10 Å!, and the
theta temperature of PS dispersed at a low concentratio
PVME has been estimated60 as Tu

(PVME)5147 °C, a value
remarkably close to the critical temperature values found
Han et al.,27 Tc514565 °C. A similar insensitivity ofTc to
M is reported29 for binary blends of PIB with several othe
polyolefins, which provide additional examples of LCST sy
tems and class IV blends. All these measurements are
sistent with the properties derived for class IV polym
blends, which strikingly resemble properties of upper criti
temperature polymer solutions. As shown in Table I, the s
ings ofTc , fc , Gi, dTu

( i ) ( i 51,2), andjo with M are iden-
tical for LCST blends~class IV! and polymer solutions o
class I.64

A similar insensitivity ofTc to M has been observed fo
binary blends of PIB with several other polyolefins, where
Downloaded 19 Jun 2002 to 129.6.154.32. Redistribution subject to AI
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is difficult to imagine that any ‘‘specific interactions’’ coul
be responsible for the observed dramatic deviations from
theory. ~Notably, our explanation of the non-FH critical be
havior for PS/PVME blends likewise does not require invo
ing ‘‘special interactions.’’! The LCST phase separation i
these systems is predicted to arise within the SLCT from
competition between a negative energetic portion of thex
parameter and a sufficiently positive ‘‘entropic’’ parta of x.
The PIB blends exhibit a largea term due to the presence o
a tetrafuctional carbon atom in the PIB monomer. The ne
tive exchange energye ~implying b,0) may occur because
50% of the PIB united atom groups are CH3 groups that
have larger attractive interactions~i.e., Lennard-Jones inter
action parameters! than the CH2, CH, and C united atom
groups.65 This effect produces a large self-interactione11

[ePIB– PIB ~relative toe22) and a large heterocontact intera
tion e12, leading to a negativee5e111e2222e12.

We contrast the scaling ofTc and other critical properties
found for PS/PVME and PIB/PEP blends with those obtain
by Gehlsenet al.25 for an isotopic symmetric blend of poly
~ethylene propylene! with its partially deuterated counterpar
As expected, this near symmetric blend exhibits scaling ch
acteristics compatible with properties of FH class I blen
such as the inverse proportionality ofx ~at the critical point!
to N and the proximity offc to 1/2.

An interesting departure from FH theory has been
ported by Bates and co-workers30 who find aweakerthan a
linear dependence ofTc on M for poly~ethylene propylene!/
poly~ethylene-co-ethylethylene! ~PEP/PE-PEE! mixtures
which are random copolymer polyolefin blends. Notably, t
weaker than linear dependence is inconsistent with the s
ings predicted by the SLCT for homopolymer blends~see
Table I!. @The extension66 of SLCT to copolymer systems
yieldsx with the same structure as in Eq.~4!, but with more
complicated expressions fora, b, andc.# As already men-
tioned, the ‘‘entropic’’ parta of the x parameter is non-
negative within the SLCT theory. Experiments, on the oth
hand, demonstrate that some random copolymer polyol
blends exhibit52 a negativea. While we can not account fo
the negative sign ofa without lifting both the incompress
ibility and chain flexibility assumptions of the SLCT~see
below!, allowing for a,0 in the expressionTc52blM /(1
22alM ) derived for class II UCST blends~see Table I!
immediately explains the observed weaker than FH varia
of Tc with M for PEP/PE-PEE blends. Since these syste
phase separate upon cooling30 and exhibit a very small~al-
most vanishing! x parameter,30 a negativea must compen-
sate the positiveb/T term in order to producex'0. We are
unaware of other molecular mass studies of blend miscib
that could be used to test our classification of binary ble
critical behavior. Stronger support for the theory requir
data describing theM dependence ofTc , Tu

( i ) ( i 51,2), fc ,
Gi, andjo , and hopefully such data will be available in th
future.

VI. DISCUSSION

The simplified lattice cluster theory~SLCT! predictions
demonstrate that monomer structural asymmetry in polym
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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blends qualitatively affects the miscibility, chain conform
tions, and critical properties of binary polymer blends. T
theoretical analysis has been applied to eight potential ty
of blends characterized by the sign of the exchange enere
(b), the degree of monomer structural asymmetry (a,c), and
whether or not the ‘‘entropic’’ portiona of thex parameter is
nonzero.~When botha andc are zero, the effective interac
tion parameterx reduces to a form similar to that predicte
by FH theory.! In addition to structural asymmetry, the tw
blend components may exhibit chain length asymme
which is represented in the SLCT by the ratiol5M2 /M1

~where M1 and M2 are the chain site occupancy indices!.
The ratio l is the natural extension of the polymerizatio
index ratiolN in FH theory to account for different mono
mer sizes. Within these eight possible categories, we dis
guish four classes of distinct critical behavior that are spe
fied by unique scalings withM[M1 of the critical
temperatureTc , critical compositionfc , the Ginzburg num-
ber Gi, the correlation length amplitudejo , as well as the
distancesdTu

( i )( i 51,2) of the theta temperatures@Tu
(1) and

Tu
(2)# for the two possible dilute blend limits from the critica

temperatureTc . While bothTc and fc govern the position
and shape of phase boundaries, Gi,dTu

( i ) , andjo control the
width of critical region, the extent of chain swelling nearTc ,
and the scale of composition fluctuations in the mean fi
regime, respectively. The correlation length amplitude a
regulates the magnitude of the blend interfacial tension67 and
other important properties~scattering intensity, collective
diffision coefficient, etc.!. A graphical illustration of the gen
eral scalings ofTc(M ), fc(M ), jo(M ), anddTu(M ) with
molecular weightsM is presented in Ref. 32 for these fou
different classes of symmetric (M15M25M ) blends, while
Figs. 2–7 of the current paper describe rather specific
amples of classes II and IV blends.

A. Compressibility, interaction asymmetry, and chain
stiffness

Our description of four general categories of critical b
havior for polymer blends is based on the simplest version
the lattice cluster theory.31 This choice is dictated by analyti
cal tractability and the simplicity of the SLCT which con
tains only a single adjustable parameter~the exchange energ
e!. An additional argument for the use of the SLCT ste
from our observations that the theory faithfully reproduc
many trends predicted by more general versions of the L
that, of necessity, require the introduction of additional p
rameters. The SLCT, however, exhibits some obvious lim
tions, and we now discuss the differences that would eme
from the use of more general LCT formulations.6,7,50

The assumption of the high pressure~incompressible!
limit implies that all computed excess thermodynamic pro
erties of binary homopolymer blends depend on a single
ergy parametere, which is a linear combination of homocon
tact and heterocontact van der Waals interactio
Consequently, any influence of asymmetry in polym
polymer homocontact interactions~i.e., differences between
e11 and e22! on the predicted phase behavior cannot be
amined within the incompressible limit. In general, com
pressibility magnifies nonrandom mixing effects and m
Downloaded 19 Jun 2002 to 129.6.154.32. Redistribution subject to AI
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even lead in some cases to a reentrant phase diagram o
phase boundary with separate upper and lower critical t
perature branches.7,33 Obviously, blend compressibility mus
affect the shape of the phase boundary, especially whene11

and e22 are disparate.7,68 A useful illustration of how com-
pressibility alters the phase boundary is provided by our p
vious LCT calculations50 for PS/PVME blends. The PS
PVME spinodal curves computed by the LCT are high
asymmetric and steep~see Fig. 2 of Ref. 50!, in contrast to
the spinodals generated by the SLCT. The computed hig
asymmetric phase diagrams for the compressible PS/PV
blends arise from the presence50 of quite different self-
interactions e11[ePS– PS and e22[ePVME– PVME which, in
turn, induce a large variation of the blend compressibility~or
excess free volume! with the blend composition. The SLCT
spinodals for PS/PVME blends~not shown here! are rather
flat and resemble those presented in Fig. 5 for PIB/PEP m
tures. The experimental observation29 of the insensitivity of
the spinodal temperature to the composition of PIB/P
blends can be explained by near equality betweene11

[ePIB– PIB ande22[ePEP– PEPand by the resulting constanc
of the blend free volume over the whole range of blend co
positions. Thus, when the blend compressibility is indep
dent of blend composition, it may affect the magnitude
both Tc andfc , but does not introduce an extra asymme
into phase boudaries. We also expect that compressib
should influence the dependence of the correlation len
amplitudejo and the Ginzburg number Gi onM . The class
IV scaling for the correlation length amplitudejo;M1/4

compares reasonably well with the dependence ofjo on M
estimated by the full LCT~see Fig. 17 of Ref. 50! for large
M , with deviations occurring mostly in the region of sma
M . ~jo from compressible LCT calculations is nearly ind
pendent ofM when M is small.50! Apparently, power laws
for critical properties should be different in the very long a
shorter chain limits, and these differences have recently b
discussed in connection with the properties of polym
solutions.69 The predicted scaling of the Ginzburg numb
Gi;M 21/2 for class IV blends from the SLCT model exhib
its a more significant departure from the full LCT.50 The
discrepancies in Gi due to the neglect of compressibility
fects can be as large as a factor of five for PS/PVME ble
~see Fig. 8 of Ref. 50!.

The limiting high pressure~incompressible!, high mo-
lecular weight LCT can readily be extended to include ch
semiflexibility9 ~and thereby model chain tacticity!, but only
at the expense of introducing ‘‘bending’’ energiesEb that
reflect the conformational energy differences in the act
polymers.9 This extension31 merely renders the two basi
counting indicesr i and pi as dependent on temperatureT,
whereupon thea, b, andc in Eqs.~8! and~10! then become
functions ofT. The same Eqs.~9! and ~10! still determine
the spinodal curve and critical temperature, respectively,
the equations can only be solved numerically.

The full LCT for compressible systems of polymers wi
finite molecular weights is essential for describing the pr
sure dependence of phase behavior,34 and this theory predicts
the emergence of additional patterns of blend miscibil
such as phase boundaries with closed loops, with both up
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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and lower critical points, or with a miscibility gap~i.e., with-
out a critical temperature!.7,33 These compressible system
are affected by energetic asymmetries between the cons
ent monomers, and numerical treatments are generally
quired for specific systems.

It should be noted that the LCST phase diagrams eme
from the simplified LCT for incompressible systems due
the presence of an entropicx ~the a term! and a negativeb
~effective attractive interactions!. This mechanism is quite
different from the common explanation of a LCST critic
behavior that attributes the occurrence of a phase separ
upon heating to the increasingly disparate densities of
polymer components at elevated temperatures, thereby
ducing an entropic penalty to miscibility.70 This behavior is
readily understood for polymer solutions where the LCST
usually nearTc for the pure solvent.71 However, the compo-
nents in binary blends of polyolefins, for instance, ha
rather similar densities and coefficients of thermal exp
sion, thereby vitiating for these blends the compressibi
mechanism that describes LCST phase behavior in poly
solutions. Compressibility effects have been excluded as
origin of the LCST critical behavior for PS/PVME blends.28

B. Copolymer blends and other complex systems

The limiting high pressure~incompressible!, high mo-
lecular weight LCT is likewise readily extended to treat t
critical properties of blends containing copolymers.66 The
evaluation of theb andc parameters for copolymer system
is somewhat more complicated because theb term depends
on monomer sequence, while the magnitudes and sign
both b andc are affected by the copolymer compositionsx
andy and by energetic asymmetries between different mo
mers, a feature that could possibly yield larger ratiosc/b
and, hence, more asymmetric phase diagrams and shifts
in classes I and II. Because of the greater computatio
complexity and the presence of additional adjustable par
eters~i.e., more interaction energies!, the study of how chain
semiflexibility and the copolymer nature of the blend co
ponents affects phase behavior is deferred to the future.

It is clear, in principle, that finite size constraints, such
blend confinement to thin blend films, should lead to chan
in the magnitude ofa andc ~while b may remain relatively
unchanged! and, consequently, to different patterns of critic
behavior. For instance,jo should be different in polyme
blends, thin blend films, blends filled with nanoparticles,
blends in nanoporous media since the presence of heter
neities alters the influence of monomer shape and size as
merties on the entropy of mixing. This complexity in critic
properties can be expected as a general feature of mixt
containing fluid elements~molecules, membranes, micelle
etc.! with many internal degree of freedom72 and with com-
plex geometrical structure. A systematic study of the clas
of blend miscibility is then not only important from th
standpoint of rationally designing blends with improved m
cibility characteristics, but should be informative about mu
broader classes of complex fluid mixtures, such as those
curring in biological systems.

In summary, we demonstrate that the presence of mo
mer structural asymmetry can profoundly affect the ble
Downloaded 19 Jun 2002 to 129.6.154.32. Redistribution subject to AI
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miscibility (Tc ,fc), phase boundary shape (fc), chain
swelling (Tu

(1)), the magnitude of composition fluctuations73

(jo), as well as the width of the critical region over whic
Ising critical behavior is observed~Gi!. The FH class of
blends corresponds to just one of four basic classes of b
miscibility indentified by our simplified lattice cluster theor
One of the three remaining classes~the LCST class IV! ex-
hibits critical behavior resembling that of UCST polym
solutions. Apparently, the monomer scale asymmetry in th
polymer blends plays a similar role to the molecular mass
a polymer in polymer solutions. The other two non-FH ble
miscibity classes have their own unique characteristics. C
II blends exhibit a stronger dependence ofTc on M than
FH-type blends, and Gi does not vanish asM becomes large.
Class III blends provide another pattern of blend miscibil
Tc is insenitive to molecular mass, butfc depends onl in a
similar fashion as for FH-type blends. The Gi is predicted
decrease more rapidly for case III than for class I, while
correlation length amplitude in class III is independent ofM .
These strong differences in theM dependence of blend criti
cal properties~see Table I for a complete review! should
have practical ramifications in controling blend propertie
Our analysis of binary blend critical behavior also produc
an important message for experimental studies. The est
tion of Tc , jo , and other critical properties of polyme
blends often assumes the validity of the FH expression
the critical compositionfc

(FH)5AlN/(11AlN). This as-
sumption can lead to gross errors in estimated critical par
eters (fc ,Tc ,jo ,...), especially for LCST systems. Sinc
the coefficientsa, b, and c can be obtained from othe
sources than the SLCT, such as computer simulations,
periments, or PRISM theory, the classification of blend m
cibility in Table I may apply more generally.
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